Abstract -Grid computing is the next logical step to distributed computing. Main objective of grid computing is an innovative approach to share resources such as CPU usage; memory sharing and software sharing. Data Grids provide transparent access to semantically related data resources in a heterogeneous system. The system incorporates both data mining and grid computing techniques where Grid application reduces the time for sending results to several clients at the same time and Data mining application on computational grids gives fast and sophisticated results to users. In this work, grid based data mining technique is used to do automatic allocation based on probabilistic mining frequent sequence algorithm. It finds frequent sequences for many users at a time with accurate result. It also includes the trust management architecture for trust enhanced security.
INTRODUCTION

Grid Computing
A parallel processing architecture in which CPU resources are shared across a network, and all machines function as one large supercomputer, it allows unused CPU capacity in all participating machines to be allocated to one application that is extremely computation intensive and programmed for parallel processing. Grid computing is also called ʺpeer to peer computingʺ and ʺdistributed computing.ʺ The grid computing gives us yet another way of sharing the computer resource and yields us the maximum benefit at the time and speed efficiency. Grid computing enables multiple applications to share computing infrastructure, resulting in much greater flexibility, cost, power efficiency, performance, scalability and availability at the same time.
--------------------------------------
Data Grid
A data grid is a grid computing system that deals with the data controlled sharing and 
Data Mining Rule
SPRINT algorithm for searching the data. Finally it finds result and sends to the server.
In this work, a unified view is provided in which it allows user to use a single query to retrieve all the information transparently from different data sources. The technologies used in this work includes standard for data access over grid, high level data access and semantic data integration
Where the high level data access is provided by OGSA-DQP system and semantic data integration by XMAP framework.
Integrating OGSADQP system and XMAP framework has developed the prototype shown in this work.
DESIGN GOAL
The proposed grid based data mining technique is used to do automatic allocation based on the algorithm Probabilistic mining frequent sequences. This algorithm is used to find frequent sequences in complex databases. 
SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITIES
Client Requests the Job to Server
Client module have request ion of water classifications. Next the client sends the subject code and the server to find the particular staff.
Find Suitable Resource Provider
Initially all the gridlets should be connected with the server. Server checks for the minimum CPU utilization time of the connected gridlets and then it allocates the job to the particular gridlet.
Job Monitoring
Server will monitor all the jobs of the gridlet and at the same time it will track the CPU utilization time.
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Next step is to aggregate the result to produce the final output of the given work by using the result aggregator module.
Send Result to the Specific Client
The server will finally send the aggregate result to the specific client.
Data Mining Rule
SPRINT algorithm is applied here for searching the data. Finally it finds result and sends to the server.
RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, there Sharing. An earlier version of this work [2] is Service choreography for data integration on the grid.
CONCLUSION
The development of practical grid computing techniques will have a profound impact on the way data is analyzed. In particular, the possibility of utilizing grid based data mining applications is very
appealing to organizations wanting to analyze data distributed across geographically dispersed heterogeneous platforms.
Grid-based data mining would allow companies to distribute compute-intensive analytic processing among different resources.
Moreover, it might eventually lead to new integration and automated analysis techniques that would allow companies to mine data where it resides. This is in contrast to the current practice of having to extract and move data into a centralized location for mining processes that are becoming more difficult to conduct due to the fact that data is becoming increasingly geographically dispersed, and because of security and privacy considerations.
